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Piano Week at UNB

was that it used a felt-covered from the quality of his music
making but from his warmth and'hammer', which was thrown at

the string (of fixed length), but liability. We are lucky to have 
once having struck the string, rested Jon here for two evenings: if you
far enough away not to impede its can pry yourself free on one of 
vibration. When the finger was them (particularly Mon; I 
removed from the key, a damper understand your chances of getting 
would prevent further vibration of a ticket are better that night), go. 
the string, but the dampers could You really don't want to miss the 
be lifted independently by a pedal, chance to hear him. 
permitting notes to ring as long as The other pianist visiting the
the pedal was down. In short, campus this week. Dr. Prances 
pretty much our modem idea of a Gray (Fran to all), has had a 
piano. But it was an idea beset distinguished career in her own 
with problems. We expect the right, and what's more is almost on 
action of a modem piano to be ‘old friend’ status for many of our 
even, so that using the same touch concert-goers. Fran has had an 
on fy* note from bottom to top international career, with 
will give a uniform progression of considerable performing in Europe 
sound. Buriy pianos were far from as well as North America, and is 
even, with some notes sticking out now teaching piano at UPEI. Her 
and others having different sound concerts here last year won rave 
colours. To get notes to repeat fast reviews, both verbally and in the 
enough was a big problem (and paper, and we eagerly anticipate 
sometimes still is), and to get notes her return. She will join me in the 
to play reliably when played softly second of my Wednesday Noon 
was toother. Perhaps it was these Hour Recital Series concerts, in a 
problems of a teething technology program of two violin-piano 
that slowed the popular adoption sonatas. The Brahms G major is a 
of the piano; it took the sonatas of very internal work, sensitive and 
Mozart, and above all, of beautiful. The Copeland Sonata, 
Beethoven, to establish the written during the Second World 
supremacy of the piano as the War, is a surprisingly simple and 
most influential keyboard open work, accessible to the first

instnunau was an advance on the was e*n ponobte «.Jda, «id,
clavichords and harpsichords vibrato. Sounds great, but can you P8* ' .__ j nmnoscd for welcome Fran back, and to enjoy

It looks like this week is available to the keyboard player of imagine just, how out of tune and ^T>^w)hundredyears andthe some fine music making.
“Piano Week” at UNB. There are his day, but due to early technical uneven that must have sounded uUrolo concert Wednesday, Nov. 7,12:30, Mem.
three concerts oncampus this week, problems with the instrument, it from any but the most,expert of 311 80 °
and the piano is at least prominent was nearly a century before it was players? The harpsic or on e One of these epoch-making The third piano-prominent
in all of them. In one, that of world apparent just how much better the other hand hadafixedstnnglength, B ^ sonatas willbe the first concert this week is, of course, that
renowned Jon Kimura Parker, the piano was. The clavichord never so once tuned it played in time, at wofk()nthe givcnbyJon of the Duo Pach. Their visit to
piano stands proud and alone. With was popular as a concert least for an appreciable length of Kimura Park^^s^i. and Mon. Bohemia will bring the pleasures
all this piano-centered activity on instrument; its sound was too small, time. It made its sound by plucking even- Nov 4 & 5,8:00 p.m. at of the Dvorak Sonata, and four
campus I have decided to devote but it was relatively cheap to make, the string each tune a key was ^ otherworkswiUbeby pieces of violin by Joseph Suk.
this column to the instrument, and and it could be played very depressed, giving ashghtly twangy Chopin and the Today, Nov. 2, 12:30 at Mem
to the people who play it. expressively. The key of the tinkly J*°.un.d‘ . . * exciting young Canadian Hall. NextFridayConnexionswill

When the Forte-pitoo, the clavichord rested on a pivot point harpsichords had at least two se s f Alexina8Louie Jon> 0f visit Russia with a potpourri which
fore-runner of our modem Piano- which permitted a certain amount of strings, and it was“ too^wyoung Canadian pianist, includes the marvelous Prokofieff
forte, or simply Piano, first of lateral movement, and the string couple together the pluckers ^ p^M/the best established F minor Sonata. Try it, you will
appeared in the early years of the was struck by the edge of a small (plectrum) of different sets, volume inlemaü(mal reputation. The love it.
18th century, I doubt that its brass plate. This brass “tangent” could be varied quite a bit from the
inventor (Christophori? Pleyel?) defined vibrating string length, and weakest (lute) stop of “all stops
could have had any idea of how therefore pitch. By varying the out" on a large concert instrument,
much influence his invention force of the striking blow the which often had pedals like an

the music to be volume of the note could be varied, organ as well as several keyboards,
and by wiggling the key sideways, one above the other.

The advantage of the piano
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Hall.e leaves us with 
e relaxing in a 
t recording of a 
slover'svoice). 
:onds of the 
ecord begins to 
both disturbing 
lights go down 
f this is the end 
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winner of the prestigious Leeds 
Competition in 1984, he has 
performed with many major 
orchestras, and toured most parts 
ox the world. Wherever he goes he 
generates excitement, not only

tfo* S£ would have on
written in the next two centuries.
He most certainly knew that this the pitch could be changed, so it
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House Burger 
Platter
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'til 8:30 pm
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vould appeal to 
wonderful thing 
he really doesn’t 
; his stuff fine, If 
will continue. If 
asyrocK, you will INDEPENDENT $3.95
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Mpmhmhins on sale Tuesdays from 2:00 - 4:00 440 York St.
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